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A D ay i n t h e L i f e — A m e r i c a n S t u d e n t s
By Claire Watanabe, Darby Halper, and Emily Williams
(U.S. A.)
I am Darby CloieRose Halper. I live in Long Beach,
California. I have a brother named Ryan. I have 2
dogs named Max and Zoey. I have long layered
blond hair. I am short. I am in 7th grade and 12 years
old. I have two best friends in the whole wide
world.
Hi. My name is Claire Watanabe and I
am 12 years old. I live in Long Beach California and
I love to play tennis and dance. The two things that
I love to do in the whole wide world is to hang out
with my family and friends and to go shopping. I am
doing homework, doing something active, hanging
with my family or friends, or shopping.
Hi, my name is Emily Paige Williams. I

have a sister named Alexandra and a dog named
Tank. I have brownish blondish hair and green eyes.
I am 12 years old. I live in Long Beach, California. I
love to spend time with my friends and family. After
school I am usually doing homework or out
somewhere fun. I love to just have a good time.
In a normal week we go to school
Monday through Friday 8:00 through 3:00. In the
afternoons after school we do a variety of things.
Some of those things are sports, homework, chores,
and many other activities. Some of those sports
include tennis, ballet, crochet, hip hop, and
gymnastics. Some of those activates are voice
lessons, knitting, painting, riding our bikes and
scooters, and reading by the fire. On the weekend
we do many different things. Some of those things
are going to the beach or bay, shopping, and hanging
out with our family and neighbors. That is basically
our week, it is not that exciting but it is the truth.

We s t e r l y B l u e a n d G r e e n
By Tian Walkder (U.S.A.)

Westerly School has a lot of
spirit and every student has a
mission (even if they may not
know it). Originally, when the
school first came to be, its colors
were green and blue. There are a
lot of ways to interpret these
things. Here are my
interpretations; it is known that
blue symbolizes loyalty, and I

believe that the Westerly School
teaches students how to be loyal
to their studies and have fun too.
I also think that the color blue
represents the sky. The sky goes
on forever, or at least it appears
to and I think that represents the
possibilities of Westerly.
Through the talent shows, the
concerts, the special classes, the
student council, and the
incomparable, extraordinary

education there is literally no
limit to what Westerly students
can become if they are brave
enough to be the little bird flying
in the everlasting sky. Green is
the color of nature. It represents
harmony, freshness, growth, and
fertility. Being at Westerly,
students grow from being a
smart student to an educated
student. At Westerly we learn
Continued on back page
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The Mare who made Melbourne Cup Histor y
By Bess Wattchow (Australia)
The Melbourne cup carnival is a 144-year-old social
and cultural event that the whole world can part
take in. The Melbourne cup brings together the
worlds best horses and jockeys. Even though the
Melbourne cup is the main event there are three
other races surrounding it, they are, The AAMI
Victoria derby day, The Crown Oaks day and the
Emirates Stakes Day. Even though the whole world
celebrates the event it is only Victoria that gets a
holiday.
In the year 2005 an amazing seven-year-old mare
by the name of Makybe Diva won the world famous race for the third time in a row, making her
nearly an equal to Phar Lap. Even though the amazing mare has now been retired she will be going
out to pasture for ten months then she will be put
to stud, each of her foals being worth over one
million dollars. In total Makybe Diva has earned her
owner, trainer and jockey over A$14,426,685 dollars all of this money then makes her very valuable.

The very first race that Makybe Diva ever ran in
was in 2002 and it was the Three-year-old
Maiden Plate and she ran fourth. For her racing
record Makybe Diva has entered in 36 races 15
of which she won, 4 seconds and 3 thirds. This
leaves 14 race starts that she didn’t place well in.
Makybe Diva made history in 2005 when she
won the Melbourne Cup carrying a weight of 58
kilos this then made her nearly an equal to the
great racehorse Phar Lap.
Glen Boss, Diva’s jockey, rode the mare in front
of tens of thousands of people at the Melbourne
Cup. Even though Makybe Diva wasn’t a favourite to win the race, when it was announced that
she would be racing, Makybe Diva quickly became a favourite with the bookies and the fans.

PETES & OHL
By Joseph Hyland (Canada)
Lakefield, ON --- The Peterborough Petes are the local hockey
team. They are a hockey team
that plays in Peterborough, a city
15 km. south of my house. They
play in a league called the OHL,
which stands for Ontario Hockey
League. It is the level under the
NHL, which stands for National
Hockey League.
Here is a list of all the OHL teams.
The Peterborough Petes
Belleville Bulls
Ottawa 67s
Kingston Frontenacs
Oshawa Generals
Brampton Battalion
Barrie Colts
Toronto St. Michaels Majors
Sudbury Wolves
Mississauga Ice Dogs
Kitchener Rangers
London Knights
Erie Otters
Guelph Storm
Owen Sound Attack
Windsor Spitfire
Plymouth Whalers
Sioux St. Marie Greyhounds
Continued on page 3
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Continued from page 2

PETES & OHL ...
Saginaw Spirit
&
Sarnia Sting.
The age of the players ranges from
16~21.
I recently went to a Petes
game for my birthday. The
Petes scored the first goal
against the Belleville Bulls.
Then Belleville tied it. Then
the Petes scored to take the
lead 2-1. And then the Bulls
scored. And then the Petes
scored to make it 3-2. And
then, with 30 seconds left in
the third period, the Bulls
scored to tie it at 3-3. My
friend Jonah said, “I’m tired. I
don’t want it to go into overtime.” Then the Petes scored
with only 2.3 seconds left in
the game to win it 4-3!
I like the OHL more than the NHL
because the players have to try
their hardest to get a spot in the
NHL. And, it’s cheaper to go to
watch the games.

American Sports
The GOOD The
BAD And The
UGLY!!!
Volunteering and Victory
By Conor Hawks (USA)
Basketball stars are doing their part in
a third world country called Algeria. Things the
stars are teaching are technique and team building. The clinics are an opportunity for young
people in Algeria to experience the benefits and
excitement of sports that we take for granted.
Twelve thousand youth in Algeria will receive a
pair of new basketball shoes through the E.C.A
and U.S.A partnership.

The War Against Steroids
Conor Hawks (USA)

As you’ve probably heard, some baseball players have been using steroids. Unfortunately the few who are on steroids are giving the whole M.L.B a bad name. The commission and chairman of the M.L.B are now
close to an agreement on the penalties of
steroid use. The new regulations are a 50
game suspension for the first offense, a hundred games for the second, and lifetime ban
for the third. These are much stricter rules
than previously used but all are determined
to wipe out drug use in all sports.

Sunday, the thirteenth of November,
Los Angeles was celebrating the win of our local
team, the L.A Galaxy. They won the M.L.S cup
against New England 1-0. Interestingly the only
goal was scored by a player, Guillermo Ramirez,
coming off the worst offensive record in League
history.

This is the Pete’s 50th year.
NOTES:

BIG TALENT, BIG EGO,
BIG MESS

There are three 20 minute
periods in a game of hockey. If
it ends in a tie, you play 5 minutes of overtime or until
somebody scores. If no one
scores during the 5 minutes,
the game is a tie.

Conor Hawks (USA)
Terrell Owens was a shy late bloomer
who lived in a small town in Alabama called
Alexander. With out parents and sheltered by
his grandmother, Terrell seemed unable to cope
with his huge success with the 49ers and showing off and insulting the management and players. The 49ers traded him to the Eagles who
recently suspended him for similar behavior.
They are paying him 49 million dollars, he is one
of the great wide receivers but he can’t control
his ego. Terrell’s future is cloudy based on history which team will draft him now?
At its best, a sport shows leadership,
responsibility, teamwork, life skills, and respect.
Also hard work. At its worst sports show
cheating, lying and drug use. Sports are so important in America for entertainment we must
be careful to keep the message positive for everyone watching and participating.
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Why go shopping when you can go
to garage sales?
by Maia Desjardins
(Canada)

Malls: loud, noisy and crowded with advertisements everywhere. The tag
tells the price and there’s no bargaining. The air is stale and everybody wants you to
spend more money. A lot of people think that this is your only option when it comes
to shopping; that shopping is going to a store or mall and buying something new.
However, this is not always a good thing. Buying a new item provides a reason for
factories to use more plastic and other materials. It also requires more packaging and
it takes gas to get it to the store or mall. But shopping is not always like that for some
people.
For them, there’s a wonderful thing called GARAGE SALES.
Garage sales are where people sell the things they don’t need any more, always for
lower prices than the stores and sometimes in great condition. Garage sales are not
loud, noisy or crowded and every thing is secondhand and recycled. Lots of people
like garage sales, adults because they can get things for around the house and collectibles, kids because they can get the toys they missed when they were in stores. A
veteran of “ garage saling”, Fiona Crangle ,says, “What I like about garage saling is that
I’m outside on a fresh morning with a bit of loose change in my pocket and a cup
coffee in my hand, hunting for some unexpected deal.”
You can find so many great deals in garage sales . Once, I ,your writer, found a
$100 doll and got it for $9 .They also have garage sales in England but these are called
boot sales (boot being the trunk of a car). As you may have guessed by their name,
garage sales are supposed to be held in garages but are usually done on the front
lawn. Enough trivia, just always remember this about garage sales: One man’s trash is
another man’s treasure.

California Fashion
By Chelsey Comfort and Alexandria Charles (of U.S.A.)

Fashion in California is great. The best part of California is the shoes.
There are many different types of shoes. We are only going to name a few different types of shoes. One shoe is Converses they are at the highest point of the
best shoes right now. The last pair of shoes that we are going to be talking
about are high heels.
Converses have been around since the 80’s. They come in all different
kinds of colors and also you can get writing on them and it can say what ever
you want it to say. People say that they like Converses because they are comfortable and cute. We think that Converses will stay in style for a very long time.
Remember that Will Smith wore Converses in the movie he played in “I Robot”!
High heels shoes can be very high. High heels can be 5 inches tall or
taller. We think that high heels are cute but not comfortable because when you
walk in them for a long time your feet tend to hurt. Also high heels come in
different colors. People say that high heels are really cute they can match with
any of your outfits. Our favorite kind of high heel shoes come from Dior.
This concludes our essay about our favorite type of shoes. We hope
that you like these shoes too. We also hope that you come to California and
come buy these shoes or just stop in a store and look at them.
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Music Report on Sarah Harmer
By Slater fCanada)
On Friday, November 18th, I went
to a concert at the Glenn Gould Studio in the
CBC building, featuring Sarah Harmer and the
Weakerthans, with my mom and our friend
Bev. This was the first time I had ever been to
a rock concert so I was pretty
excited. The Weakerthans were first up, playing one of Sarah Harmer's songs, along with
their own rocking songs. After about an hour
Sarah Harmer came up on stage to sing a duet
with The Weakerthans' lead singer. After their
beautiful duet, Sarah Harmer rocked us all
with her songs from her albums: You Were
Here and
I'm A Mountain.
Singer-songwriter Sarah Harmer
grew up on a hundred acre farm near Hamilton
along with her six siblings and mother and
father. Sarah grew up playing in the Niagara
Escarpments woods and streams. Earlier this
year developers wanted to
cut down all of the trees and dig gravel pits,
destroying the Niagara Escarpment forever.
Many protesters would have used their anger
at the developers in a negative way, but Sarah
didn't. She wrote a song. Part of all of the
money she makes from her song, The Niagara
Escarpment, will go to fighting against
the developers.
For information on Sarah Harmer, go to her
website:
www.sarahharmer.com
For information on The Weakerthans, go to:
www.theweakerthans.org
And for information on The Niagara Escarpment and how you can help please go
to:
www.google.ca and type in 'The Niagara Escarpment'

Nicolas Cage

Snoop Dog
Sarah Harmer

Long Beach Celebrities
By Noah Eckhous and Michael Kogan (USA)

Nicholas Cage was born in Long Beach, California and was originally named
Nicolas Kim Coppala. His father and mother were August Coppala and Joy Vogelsang.
He studied theater at Beverly Hills High, even though he dropped out at the age of 17.
The first job he got was selling popcorn at the Fairfax Theater, thinking that that would be
the only route to a movie career. The first movie he was ever in was Rumble Fish. Now
Nicolas Cage is a big time actor and a good one at that.
Snoop Dogg went to Poly High School in Long Beach and had a promising career in basketball, but he got in with the wrong crowd. He even did some jail time which
ruined his chances for an athletic scholarship. He got his first break when Warren G
passed his tape to his step brother Dr. Dre which led to Snoop's nasally monotone rap being displayed on "Deep Cover" and later Dre's top selling 1992 release, The Chronic.
Snoop went on to multi-platinum successes with his first solo record, Doggystyle. Two
years ago the city of Long Beach was considering giving a key to the city because of all
that he has given back to long beach from charity concerts to just donations, but decided
not to because he used to be in the gang called the “Crypts” but he abandoned them long
ago.
A tall, attractive blue-eyed natural blonde, Cameron Diaz was born in 1972 in
Long Beach, the daughter of a Cuban-American father and an Anglo-German mother.
Some may have described her as "adventurous, independent and a tough kid," she was
always playing sports with the boys beating them too. Cameron left home at age 16 and
for the next 5 years lived in such various locations as Japan, Australia, Mexico, Morocco,
and Paris.
When she returned to California at the age of 21, she was still working as a
model when she auditioned for a part in The Mask (1994). She got it and from then on
she got into lots of movies such as The Last Supper (1995), Feeling Minnesota(1996), My
Best Friend’s Wedding(1997, There’s Something About Mary(1998), Being John Malkovich (1999), Shrek (2001), Vanilla Sky (2001), The Sweetest thing (2002), Gangs of
New York (2002), and Shrek 2 (2004).

Cameron Diaz

Left, Sarah Harmer in concert
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My Hero
By Yulia Simonenko
(Canada, but formerlay of Uristkava School )

This story is dedicated with
love to my number one relative Vladimir Magonov
who cherished his
friends, ideals, wife and the only
daughter. To the cherished memory of
all the firemen dead and still alive.
My uncle was born to be a fireman. When a child he burnt his hand.
Since that time he disliked fire. Once
he even tried to put out the fire in the
stove. The neighbor even cracked a
jest “He will be a real fireman.” Many a
true word is spoken in jest. And it happened so he became a fireman. At the
age of 24 he married a nice girl. The
couple was said to be a perfect one.
But as it often happens there was no
real happiness in the family. Both loved
children but for some reasons for five
years they had no children. My uncle
was the seventh heaven when a longexpected girl appeared in the family.
The life assumed a new aspect. He
lived for his wife and his daughter.
1986. His daughter was nearly one
year. April, 26. Strange as it might
seem he came home much earlier. A
pleasant smile on his face. Anxiety in
the eyes. A short talk with the wife and
two hours he was in the bus leaving for
Chernobyl from Gomel. He promised
to be back soon. And really in two
days he was at home. But it was another man, not the one we had known
before. He looked as it he had worked
for a week without a single minute of
rest. We thought it was tiredness. But
next day he had to go to hospital. And
we understood the seriousness of the
whole matter when he was recommended to go to Moscow for undergoing a course of medical treatment. By
no means he wanted to show his relatives he was ill. He pretended to be
well. He joked, told different stories
but he didn’t tell us what really he was
doing there. Only a year later we

learnt they were collecting fragments of
bricks, concrete, steel rein for cement.
That was very dangerous for health but
nobody told to what degree it was dangerous. They didn’t work long. There were a
lot of shifts there. But for some people 20
minutes was enough to feel sick, Radiation
level was too high.
In Moscow, at radiation centre, doctors did everything possible to help people. My uncle wasn’t the only patient.
There were some firemen who were
much worse than my uncle. Soon they
died. My uncle was strong enough to get
over his illness. In a month he was well
again. He was only 30. He wanted to
work. But he was made to retire. The doctors advised him to leave Gomel and he
left for Ryazan (Russia) where he bought a
house. The government paid him and being
on disability pension he got good money.
Everything seemed as it used to be.
He had much free time which he devoted to his daughter. She was the sense
of his life. Each year he had his health test.
I guess now not everything was all right.
But he used to say “I am in order”. Till the
last month we didn’t know about his illness. Only a month before his death the
doctors said he had no chance to live.
They could do nothing about it. The last
day was an ordinary day in his life. He died
of cancer at night. Nobody noticed it. It
seemed he didn’t want to disturb anybody.
I will always remember him as the man
who sacrificed his life to save us all.
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«LIFE MUST GO ON»
By JULIA PASKANNAYA, VOVA SALYANKA, and NATALYA TAPTYKHINA (Belarus)

Two explosions at the 4-th atomic power-house block on April, 26 1986 (1.24 at night, local time) cause
radioactive contamination of the territory of Belarus with cesium 137 (half-life period – 30 years) strontium
90 (half – life period – 29 years), plutonium 238 (88 years).
The area of 1700 km2 is not suitable for living. This zone is close. None lives here. This zone was exposed
to heavy radiation 23% of the territory of Belarus was contaminated, in the Ukraine – 5%, in Russia – 0,6%.
Chernobyl tragedy influenced greatly the state of health of people living in Gomel, Mogilev, Brest regions.
There was a decrease in the member of absolutely healthy children from 60% to 21%. The number of
children having chronic pathology increased from 10% up to 22%. There can be seen an increase in the
number of people having tumors and especially malignant tumors.
There are simply facts. No further comments.
Natalya

Julia

«LOVE FOR LIFE»
I don’t like to speak about my illness but I was asked to. I’ve got some problems with thyroid gland. I am under doctors’ control. When
you don’t visit a doctor it seems to you that all people around you are healthy. But when I visit my doctor I see many boys and girls of the
same age, younger and older with the same problems. I have to take some medicine and I don’t like it “From time to time I feel tiredness
such days are very hand and I wish you were not in my shoes. I don’t go in for sport much. My parents do every thing possible to help me.
In summer when I am at see I feel no symptoms of my illness. I am an optimist and I hope better future will come.
JULIA PASKANNAYA

«I DON’T CARE»
I have some problems with my health. But I don’t think it’s because of that radiation. I am prescribed to take some medicine. I try following all doctors’ instructions. They say the radiation influenced my health. You know radiation doesn’t have any smell, you can’t touch or
feel it. I think to live here is equal to living in a dusty, polluted city. Many people visit us and they don’t suffer from radiation. So you may
visit us any time you like.
NATALYA TAPTYKHINA

Continued on page 10
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CATS VS. DOGS
By Gaelan Welch (of Canada)
The long awaited battle of cats vs. dogs. For a long time people have
debated over which is the best pet, cats or dogs. So I, for a long time
(about 20 minutes) have researched what people thing (phoned them)
about cats or dogs.
After talking to several people I found out that some people like cats
best, some people like dogs best and some people like both. Some of
the reasons why people like dogs is because "cats are like O.K. you
can feed me but dogs like to play with you" or "because they are typically more personable".
Some people like cats more because "they are independent and they
have a more relaxed attitude" or "because there is no big poop to clean
up". After a very long painstaking time (about 25 minutes) I found out
that from the people that I talked to there were more votes for dogs
than cats. But personally, I, your journalist think that HAMSTERS
RULE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

THE NEED FOR MORE EXOTIC PET
VETERINARIANS
By Tian Walker (USA)
They are the cutest, fluffiest, cuddly little creatures.
They are somewhat small, fragile critters that need our help.
We’ve taken the responsibility of keeping them as pets and captivating them, so we need to get ourselves into gear and really
start learning about how to help them thoroughly, especially in
times when they need it most. We have suffered from illness and
disease dating back hundreds of years, but it seems that things
are getting worse. Today we can even transmit some of these
sicknesses such as colds to these beloved little creatures known
as exotic pets. The other thing too, is that they are very small
and only need light doses of medicine and today a lot of times
the treatment for them is too strong. Exotic pets include a variety of rodents and birds including hamsters and parrots. Because
millions of these animals are owned in American homes a lot of
people get very attached to these creatures and it is tragic when
they die. All of these facts lead up to one very obvious point,
and that is that our society and for that matter our nation needs
more exotic vets.

fourth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth most popular pets in the United
States. When you have a pet that you see, talk to and take care of all
the time, it is very likely that you get attached to it. Therefore, millions
of Americans (children and adults) are getting their hearts broken
around every three to fifteen years when their beloved friend dies. If
our nation had more people studying and spending time with these little creatures, then we could get better ways of helping their illnesses
and hopefully expand the precious time we get to spend with them.
That is why, America needs more exotic vets.
Hamsters and birds (especially hamsters) are very fragile. One
of the mistakes veterinarians make is giving them medicine that is too
strong. When a hamster gets bacteria on its skin the vet will probably
give the owner a shampoo to try to wash away the bacteria. The problem is, that there are no shampoos made for hamsters so any shampoo a
pet owner uses could end up killing the hamster. The antibiotics given
to hamsters can also be too strong and are a possible reason to a hamster’s death (although there is no definite proof of that.) If more people
specialized and studied hamsters they would be able to understand how
small and fragile they really are and then they could make medicines
and other things like shampoo that only give the hamster the amount
that it needs. These important facts show very clearly that Americans
need more exotic vets!
There are millions of hamsters and parrots owned and kept as
beloved pets in America, and of coarse that means that millions of beloved pets die every three to fifteen years and leave their owners behind. If Americans could find a way to cure these diseases accurately
the animals would be able to live longer and the hearts of Americans
could be spared for at least another couple of years! The sooner we
start researching and helping them, the sooner we will find the results
we need. That is why The United States of America needs more exotic
vets, and they need them now!

There are a lot of recognized diseases for birds and
hamsters, and there are a lot of ways to prevent them too. The
problem is, if veterinarians can recognize and prevent the diseases, but they don’t know enough about them to have any guarantee that the animal is going to live once it does actually catch
a disease, then it doesn’t do us any good to be familiar with the
diseases and know how to prevent them. Really, research on
recognizing and curing the diseases of these little creatures has
only just begun because there are so many unknown doorways
and unreliable cures. The problem is that despite what we already know, new research is going very slow because of the
time it takes for true results to show up. If more people were
researching the same thing then they could compare results and
come to conclusions much faster. All of this information obviously shows that Americans need more exotic vets!
Hamsters and birds are very popular pets. Literally
millions of them are owned in America. They are the third,
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Lord of the Rings: “The Return of
the King”
A review by Jed Vergel de Dios (USA)

Winner of 11 Academy Awards including
best picture, The Return of the King is a must
see movie for those who like fantasy movies.
In the third and final part of the
Lord of the Rings trilogy, Gondor is on the
verge of war and Aragorn must return to
Gondor to reclaim the throne, as well as
bring reinforcements from Rohan. On Frodo
and Sam’s part, they venture on to destroy
the one ring before it is too late. Accompanied by Smeagol, they make their way to
Mount Doom; the only place the one ring can
be destroyed. After turning Frodo against
Sam, Smeagol leads Frodo to the lair of Shelob, a gigantic spider with an appetite for
hobbits.
As Aragorn makes his way to Gondor with the Rohinian reinforcements, they
pass by the mountain of the dead. Here the

spirits of a cursed clan are able to break their
curse by allying with Aragorn, the true King of
Gondor. Aragorn is visited by Elrond, Lord of
the Elves. Aragorn and Elrond’s daughter, Arwen, are secretly in love. Elrond brings news of
a secret fleet that will attach Gondor from the
sea. He also learns that Arwen’s life rides on the
fate of the ring. Greatly outnumbered, the
goodly peoples of Middle Earth are on the bring
of destruction. With few options left, Aragorn
takes Anduril, the reforged Narsil sword of
Elendil, and calls the armies of the dead to help
him.
This is, in this reviewer’s opinion, a
fantastic movie that tells a wonderful story. Of
course, you have to see the first two movies in
the trilogy to understand it. I honestly think all
of the scenes were great and can find no flaws
with the exception of general differences from
the original book. I particularly like the battle at
Mount Doom, when the small remains of the
Gondorian and Rohinian armies make a final
attempt to give Frodo time to destroy the ring.
This scene flips between the two settings of the

destruction of the ring and the final battle.
It is a scene dripping thick with emotion
and drama.
Despite being a fantasy war
movie, it also has a romantic twist. Arwen and Aragorn are deeply in love. Because of the war, most elves were departing to land where they could live in peace,
but she chooses Aragorn over eternal life.
As her choice begins to lead to her death,
Elrond visits Aragorn and gives him ideas
on how to win this war.
Lord of the Rings: The Return of
the King is a great movie and 10 of those
Academy Awards were well earned. The
best music award was not rightfully
awarded in this reviewer’s opinion, because the song was only played during the
credits. I believe that those of you who
like fantasy movies will really enjoy Lord
of the Rings,:The Return of the King.

The Adventures of Interchangeable Turtle/Tortoise

•P.C. (post comic) No turtle / tortoises were harmed
in the making of this comic,
so get off my back
A.S.P.C.A.(animal rights
activists).P.P.C.the people
of the A.S.P.C.A have good
intentions but some times go
over board.
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Casey Jones
By Parker Adams (USA)

"Come all you rounders if you want
to hear,
A story about a brave engineer.
Casey Jones was the rounder's
name.
On a big eight-wheeler, boys, he
won his fame."
From the Ballad of Casey Jones

Casey had been rolling south for a while now. He was
going fast; he was late to start at the last station.
“You know, Sim,” said Casey Jones, “There’s two
more lines I want to run.”
“What are they?” asked Sim Webb, Casey’s fireman.
“The Union Pacific and the Santa Fe.”
John Luther Jones, nicknamed Casey, was a steam
engine driver. His engine was number 382. He was running
late, and he was speeding quickly after leaving an hour and
thirty-five minutes late from Memphis. He was hoping to get
to his destination, Canton, early, even though he had a late
start. Casey always ran his trains rather recklessly.
In the far distance, Sim spotted freights #83 and #72
in the siding.
“You’d better slow down, Casey. It’ll be easer for the
saw-by.”
“Wait a minute, Sim.”
Casey noticed that the saw-by had already started,
and the wrong way. Sim had apparently noticed it as well, because he was yelling.

A 3-cent stamp issued in honor of Casey Jones.

“Casey, you’d better jump!”
“Sim, you jump. I might catch up.”
“Don’t tell me you’re going to try and stop this thing!
You need about another three-hundred yards and-”
“Go Sim.”
“Good luck; Goodbye.”
Sim reluctantly jumped over the side of the cab. Casey was all alone. After just a moments stare, Casey got to
work. He immediately turned down the regulator (the throttle), and turned on the breaks. He whistled loudly to alert
#83, the engine he would run into. Gritting his teeth, Casey
pushed down the break lever as hard as he could. Whistling
desperately, he braced himself for the crash.
Sim was the first one at the place where the engine
number 382 had crashed. Casey had one hand on the whistle,
and the other hand on the break lever. He was scalded dead.
However, Casey’s death was not in vain. Had Casey jumped
with Sim, many more people on his passenger train would
have died, but Casey was the only one. Casey died to save
others.

On display in Jackson, Tenn. a twin of
the big locomotive Casey rode into
immortality.
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Flag and Symbol of Minsk

Symbolism of Colors in the Egyptian Flag

By Vitya Markusenko (Minsk)

By Gabar Hassan (Egypt)

The black color indicates the oppression which are being
shown to the Egyptian people ambit the history .
The white color indicates the clearness and the calm life
of the Egyptian people, and the vulture is the Salah El din
Al Ayoubi's slogan who Christianized on the crosses by
his Egyptian soldiers and the vulture symbol to the power.
The red color indicates the blood spilt for independence
of Egypt

In 1499 Minsk received the rule of self-government according to the
Magdeburg law.
On January12, 1591 the city received the confirmation of the Magdeburg law that said: “Give them the emblem for the city seal with the
image of the mother of God in the sky background.”
The symbol appeared in the city seals and flags on the buildings belonging to the government.
It was the symbol of Minsk from 1591 to 1790 on the seal of the city
government.

It looked like that: on the shield there is the Virgin Mary with cherubs
in the sky background. The blue background must mean the Heaven.
The flag and symbol of the city was approved by the Minsk government
on March 27, 2001.
The symbol of our city is peaceful and Christian. There are no arms or
any sign of threat. The Virgin Mary was chosen a saint patroness of
Minsk to protect the city because it suffered many times from invasions
from the West and from Russia.
Now the symbol and flag of Minsk look like that::
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Continued from page 7

Westerly School of Long
Beach

Life goes on in Belarus

2950 E. 29th Street
Long Beach, CA 90806
Tel: 562 981 3151

«HOPE FOR BETTER FUTURE»

Fax: 562 981 3153

I was born here. I like this place. All my
friends live here. I don’t want to leave
them. I think I have no problems with my
health. They say radiation has a lasting
effect. It’s quite possible. Perhaps the results of the radiation will be seen in some
time. But now I don’t want to think about
it. I am happy and that’s all. Though I know
some people suffering from radiation
greatly.

E-mail: 7thgrade@westerlyschool.org

Vova

VOVA SALYANKA

We’re on the web:
www.westerlyschool.com
Continued from page 1
Westerly Blue and Green
how to work hard, interact with other people, take risks, and do other incredible things that you never think you could do. After being a student at Westerly students learn how to use their abilities in the world and how to express them to other people. By working hard and learning new things every day, when students graduate from Westerly they are ready to enter the big and daring world.

WESTERLY SCHOOL
OF LONG BEACH
“Where a School Becomes a Community”
A learning community recognized for educational excellence fostering lifelong learners in a nurturing
and collaborative environment
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